
RTM8 Receiver for remote control T868 and keypads RX-SOLAR (60 users-2 relays)

� TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
• Family of product: Reader
• Technology: Radio frequency
• Transmit frequency: 868 MHz
• Radio communication: Bidirectional, encrypted
• Users: 60
• Radio range with integrated antenna: 50 m in free field (- 30% in vehicle)
• Radio range with external omnidirectional antenna: 100 m (- 30% in vehicle)
• Integrated functions: - Acknowledgement of delivery
          - Selection of the frequency channel
• Interfaces with integrated relays: 2 relays CRT 5A
• Affected status indicators: Yellow led: communication indicator, access 
 authorized, etc…
• Programming: By means of DIP-SWITCH with 4 contacts
• Power supply: 12-24v AC/DC
• Consumption: From 40 mA to 100 mA
• Dimensions (hxlxp): 114x114x50 mm
• Weight: 260 gr
• Operating temperature: -30 to +50°C
• Protection level:  IP54
• Assembly: Indoor, outdoor, surface mount
• Connection: Terminals
• Self-protection: Micro switch against opening
• Box: Grey ABS
• Integrated antenna: - Internal antenna
          - External antenna in option
• Accessories: - Remote control T868 
      - Solar radio keypad RX-SOLAR 
      - Radio keypad RX-BAT
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 PROGRAMMING OF THE REMOTE CONTROLS
 OR RADIO KEYPADS

The remote controls or radio keypads must be enlisted in the receiver. The 
maximum capacity is of 60 remote controls or keypads. The programming is done 
by means of switch DIP-3, in a sequential way, by occupying successively the 
storage positions available.

• To program a remote control or a radio keypad :

-   Move DIP-3 to ON position. The yellow light goes on.
-   Move DIP-1,2 or 4 to ON position to indicate the format of K button.
-  Press on any button of a remote control or introduce a code on the radio keypad. 
The yellow light goes off for a moment.
-  Press on any button of  an other remote control or introduce a code on an other 
radio keypad and so on. The users will be recorded in the first free positions and in 
a consecutive way
- To finish, move DIP-3 to OFF. The yellow light goes off.

• FORMAT OF THE BUTTONS OF REMOTE CONTROLS

The remote controls function by defect with the left buttons for relay 1 and the 
rights for relay 2 (K=2), but it is possible to configure the remote controls so that 
they function with all the buttons for relay 1(K=1), for that it is necessary to use a 
programmer. The K=4 format is not compatible with receivers RTM8 and converts 
itself into K=2.

RTM8 13101603 EN

The n° of channel by defect is 0, but in the event of interferences, it is possible to 
select another of them. This option also makes it possible to install several receivers 
in the same zone, without risk of interference between them, provided that they 
have different security codes.

• To select the channel

- Move DIP-4 to ON. The yellow light goes on.
-  Indicate N° of channel by means of the DIP-1, 2 and 3.
- Move DIP-4 to OFF. The yellow  light flashes
- To finish, move all DIP to OFF. The yellow light goes off.

Channel  DIP-1,2,3
0          OFF,  OFF, OFF
1           OFF,  OFF, ON
2           OFF,  ON,  OFF
3           OFF,  ON,  ON

Options available only by means of one programmer:

1- Auto-programmable remote controls 

One can configure the remote controls so that they are programmed all alone. 
That makes it possible to program the remote controls before returning them to 
users, so that they are already memorized in the system when the user is identified 
the first time. The remotes can self-program only during the first 33 identifications 
to be converted subsequently into normal remotes. It automatically assigns the 
remote code security programs, provided that they ensure the same security code 
as the receiver of the installation.

2- Remotes dead-man

You can configure the remote so that the buttons operate continuously when 
squeezed. This operation is called dead man.
With this type of remote controls, relays must be programmed in Operation/stop, 
but with any delay time value.

 NUMBER OF CHANNEL

1 2

1 2

1 1

1 1

Each receiver can work with one or more buttons of the remote control, so it is 
possible to use multiple receivers with one remote control, being
placed within reach of all of them.



IMPORTANT: When finished programming, do not let all DIP OFF (yellow light off)
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 PROGRAMMING: the yellow light is lit during the programming

 SECURITY CODE
So that the remote controls or radio keypads can function with a receiver, they must have the same security code. This code allows the remote controls 
or radio keypads of close installations to function simultaneously, provided that they use different channels. By programming a remote control or radio 
keypad, one automatically introduces the security code of the receiver.

The security code is 1234 factory output, but one can change it by means the option «change security code» in programming box.

TO SET YOU MUST COMMENTS

Time Relay 1 (max 240s) - Move DIP-1 to ON and maintain during the desired time
- To finish, move DIP-1 to OFF

- The yellow light goes on
- The yellow light goes off each second
- The yellow light goes off

Time Relay 1 in operation/stop - Move DIP-1 to ON
- Move on OFF prior to the yellow light goes off

Time Relay 2 (max 240s) - Move DIP-2 to ON and maintain during the desired time
- Finally, move DIP-2 to OFF

- The yellow light goes on
- The yellow light goes off each second
- The yellow light goes off

Time Relay 2 in operation/stop - Move DIP-2 to ON
- Move to OFF prior to the yellow light goes off

Users

Format of button

K DIP
1 1
2 2
4 4

- Move DIP-3 to ON
- Move DIP-1,2 or 4 to ON to indicate the format of button K
- Press any button on a remote control
- Press any button on another remote control  and so on
- finally, move DIP-3  to OFF

- The yellow light goes on
- The yellow light goes off for a moment when
  programming a user
- Users will be registered on free positions and 
sequentially
- The yellow light goes off

N° of channel

Channel DIP-1,2,3
0 OFF,  OFF, OFF
1 OFF,  OFF, ON
2 OFF,  ON,  OFF
3 OFF,  ON,  ON

- Desplazar DIP-4 a ON
- Indicar el n° de canal mediante los DIP-1, 2, 3
- Volver a desplazar el DIP-4 a OFF
- Para terminar, desplazar todos los DIP a OFF

- El indicador amarillo se enciende
- El indicador amarillo parpadea
- El indicador amarillo se apaga

Botones habilitados del telemando

Botón1=DIP1
Botón2=DIP2
Botón3=DIP3
Botón4=DIP4

- Disconnectet the power supply
- Move DIP1 and 3 to ON
- Connect the power supply - The yellow indicator is turned on
- Move all DIPs to OFF
- Indicate enabled buttons through the DIPs - Move to ON all DIPS of the buttons
- You have 5 seconds - The yellow indicator flashes
- Move all DIPs to OFF - The yellow indicator is turned off

Cambiar el código de seguridad:

Nº1=DIP1
Nº2=DIP2
Nº3=DIP3
Nº4=DIP4

Sólo admite los nº 1, 2, 3 y 4

- Disconnect the power supply
- Move DIP2 and 4 to ON
- Connect the power supply - The yellow indicator is turned on
- all DIPS to OFF
- Indicate the new security code through the DIPS - Put to ON/OFF the DIPs of the corresponding number, 

one after another.
  For example: for 2342 security code:
   Put DIP2 to ON and then to OFF
   Put DIP3 to ON and then to OFF
   Put DIP4 to ON and then to OFF
   Put DIP2 to ON and then to OFF

- You have 5 seconds - The yellow indicator flashes
- Move all DIPs to OFF - The yellow indicator is turned off

Erase users
- Move DIP-3 to ON
- Move DIP-1, 2 and 4 to ON
- Move DIP-1, 2 and 4 to OFF
- Finally, move DIP-3  to OFF

- The yellow light goes on
- The yellow light flashes
- The yellow light goes off

Total reset
Setup Factory

- Unplug the power supply
- Move DIP-3 and 4 to ON
- Reconnect power supply
- Move DIP-1 and 2 to ON
- Move DIP-1, 2 and 4 to OFF
- Finally, move DIP-3  to OFF

- The yellow light goes on
- The yellow light flashes
- The yellow light goes off

Not available


